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Chapter I
A. The Story
Read this short version of the chapter. There are 2 things 
which didn’t really happen. Find them.

Jim was a man who worked as a sailor in the Far East. When he was 
young he wanted to be a sailor. One day he had an accident which 
nearly killed him. He got another job on a different ship, the Patna, 
with a German captain. There was a problem with this ship and Jim had 
to go to court with the other men who worked on the boat. Jim met the 
narrator outside the court and had an argument with him. The two men 
had dinner together that night. Jim told the narrator that all the men 
except Jim wanted to leave the ship. Jim wanted to stay to help the 
passengers, he thought they could be saved.

B. True or False questions
Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or 
false.

True False

1. Jim didn’t want people to know his second name.

2. Jim was bored with life at sea.

3. Jim was lucky to survive the accident he had on the 
first ship.

4. Most men Jim met in the East were hard working.

5. The narrator’s friend called Jim a miserable little 
dog.

6. Jim found it difficult to go to court.

7. Jim was a coward.
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C. Order sentences
All these sentences appeared in the story. Put them in the correct 
order as they were in the original.

1. There had been four of them who escaped from the ship.
2. However, he worked hard, was gentlemanly and had a thorough 
knowledge of his duties. 
3. Jim was quiet at first, but a little wine relaxed him.
4. He turned a bright shade of red, and hurriedly walked away.  
5. His voice was deep and loud and he was always very well dressed.
6. Why are you running away?
7. We met that evening at the hotel I was staying at.
8. That had been the second day of the trial. This was when I had my 
first meeting with Jim.
9. In time, when still very young, he became chief mate of a fine ship.

D. Useful Phrases
Here are some useful phrases that appeared in the story. They are in 
the same order as in the story. Can you remember the context they 
were in? Try to memorise these phrases.

He had a thorough knowledge of his duties
He turned a bright shade of red
He looked confused at first
I’m sorry, it was my mistake
I invited him to have dinner with me
This must be very hard for you

E. Now, without looking at the sentences above, try to complete the 
gaps.

He had a ................ knowledge of his duties
He turned a bright ................  of red
He ................  confused at first
I’m sorry, it was ................ mistake
I invited him to ................  dinner with me
This must be very ................ for you

F. Speech
Here is something which Jim said. Read the original again and then 
see if you can repeat what he said, but without all the letters. The 
amount of dots (.) is the amount of letters missing

I loo… a. t.. pass…… slee…. a.. thou… t. mys…, th.. ar. alre… de..  
Th.. we.. de..  Noth… cou.. sa.. th..!  Th… weren’t eno… bo… ,  an. 
there w..n’t eno… ti..  No ti..! Whe.. wou.. th. compass… b. i. making 
al. tho.. peo… terrif… wh.. I couldn’t save th.. o. m. own?  The other 
crew memb… w… all grou… arou.. o.. of t.. lifeb…., try… to g.. it in.. 
the wa…

G. Multiple Choice

1. He was travelling ................ the rising sun
a) away b) from c) towards d) right
2. He had dreamed ................ the sea
a) in  b) of  c) on  d) at
3. After a time Jim became fascinated ................ them
a) about b) of c) during d) with
4. They hated ................ work
a) strong b) hard c) power d) long
5. My friend nearly fell ................ a little yellow dog.
a) more b) above c) over  d) in
6. Look ................ that miserable little dog.
a) at b) out c) up d) on
7. Why were you staring at me all morning ................ the trial.
a) for b) while c) when d) during
8. I’m sorry it was ................ mistake.
a) mine b) I c) my  d) me
9. I invited him to ................ dinner with me.
a) have b) get c) do d) go
10. It hadn’t sunk to the ................ of the sea.
a) bottom b) end  c) floor d) finish
11. There weren’t ................ boats for everyone.
a) many b) much c) a lot of d) enough
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H. Preposition Check

of       into       behind       out       on       in       up       of  

1. he finally decided to leave the ports ................ him,
2. one of the ship’s sails fell ................ him.
3. Jim was ................ court
4. He gave ................ the idea of going back to Britain.
5. The captain ................ the ship
6. He wasn’t afraid ................ anyone.
7. I wanted to find ................ his story.
8. They were trying to get the boat ................ the water.

I. Cloze
Here is the part of the story where Jim explains to the narrator what 
happened on the ship. Read the text and see if you can remember 
what goes in the gaps. Use the verbs from the box to help you, but 
remember to put them into the correct form.

lose       be       sink       go       be       tell       bend       be       
drown       be       have       look       be       thought       be 

“The ship 1. ................ hit some hidden underwater object, it must 2. 
................ another ship which 3. ................, but 4. ................ to the 
bottom of the sea. I 5. ................ to the bottom of the boat to inspect 
the hull, and I 6. ................ you honestly it 7. ................ under the 
weight of the sea. I 8. ................ certain the ship would 9. ................ 
at any moment, and I would be 10. ................ I 11. ................ at the 
passengers sleeping and 12. ................ to myself, they 13. ................ 
already dead. They 14. ................ dead. Nothing could save them! 
There 15. ................ enough boats, and there 16. ................ enough 
time.”

J. Word Search 
Find the twelve words all related to the sea.

B D C E G H I S E R U K

A O H U R I T I P A L O

S A I L O R H N I D I O

H N E P H F C K T V K L

U G F L U R A R S E A W

M H M E L J P E M N T D

K D A S L O T O D T O R

T R T V O Y A G E U H O

O Q E W S H I P B R A W

R U A G R U N E G E F N

Y H L I F E B O A T P U

F R A R P O R T H S N K

K. Collocations
Match the words on the left with the words on the right

loud
work
life of
stand
look
well
thorough
powerfully
plenty of

confused
dressed 
voice
leisure
trial
knowledge
built
room
hard
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8. the largest part of a group
10. a word meaning hurt, wounded or painful

Chapter 2
A. The Story
Read this short version of the chapter. There are 2 things which 
didn’t really happen. Find them.

There was a storm coming while the men on the Patna were trying to 
get a boat into the sea. One of these men was killed. Finally the other 
men got the boat into the water. Jim jumped into this boat, which he 
was very happy about. The other men thought Jim had killed one of 
their friends. Jim was in danger but the other men were not brave and 
didn’t attack him. Jim was punished for leaving the Patna. The narrator 
helped him and gave him a job working with him.

B. True or False questions
Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or 
false.

True False

1. Jim didn’t like the men he worked with on the Patna.

2. Jim was ready for the men on the boat to attack him.

3. Jim was ashamed and sorry that he jumped off the 
Patna.

4. Jim didn’t want to go to court.

5. Jim left the job he had because of one the men from 
the Patna started to live in the same port.

6. The narrator thought it was very important to help 
Jim.

7. Jim stole some silver from his employer.

8. Jim changed ports less than ten times.

9

L. Crossword
1

2

3

4 5 6 7

8 9 10

11

12

13

14

Across:
2. a person making a journey for religious reasons
4. a large tropical forest
9. an area of a country region
11. an incredible and unbelievable event
12. very unhappy
13. the darkness made by an object 
14. crazy

Down:
1. showing sympathy for other people
3. another word for responsibility
5. gossip people, especially women, talking about other people or 
social events
5. to look hard at something
7. a noun describing when people are very happy or interested
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E. Cloze
Here is the part of the story where Jim explains to the narrator what 
happened when the lifeboat was rescued. Read the text and see if you 
can remember what goes in the gaps. Use the pronouns from the box 
to help you.

their     we     you     it     I     him     I     they     us     my      it

„The Avondale picked 1. ................ up just before sunset. 2. ................ 
ship-mates told 3. ................ story. The ship had gone down in a storm, 
‘sank like a stone’ 4. ................ said.” 
“5. ................ said nothing?” 6. ................ asked 7. ................
“What could 8. ................ say? But 9. ................  felt like cheating the 
dead. Of course everything changed when 10. ................ arrived at 
port. A French gunboat had picked up the Patna and successfully taken 
11. ................ to safety. There was to be an investigation into why the 
officers had left the ship.”

F.  Speech
Here is something which Jim said. Read the original again and then 
see if you can repeat what she said, but without all the letters. The 
amount of dots (.) us the amount of letters missing

1“Wh.. th. su. ro.. I cou.. fin…. se. th.. .  Th.. sa. oppo…. me li.. th… 
dir.. ow.. ,  star… at me. B.. in th. mor…. ever…… w.. dif…… .  Now 
th.. we.. ve.. fri….. ,  wan… to ma.. up a st… wi.. me ,  to exp…. wh. 
we h.. le.. th. Patna an. no. tr… to he.. th. passen….. I igno… th.. an. 
th.. spo.. quie… to ea.. oth.. ab… wh.. to do wh.. we we.. resc… .”

G. Multiple Choice

1. Nobody in the lifeboat ................ a sound
a) had b) took c) did d) made
2. I told Jim I ................ help him escape
a) shall b) could  c) will d) can
3. I was thinking as clearly ................ any man ever has.
a) than b) as c) for d) like

11

C. Order sentences
All these actions appeared in the story. Put them in the correct 
order in which they happened.

1. The lifeboat was rescued by a French gunboat.
2. The narrator offered to give Jim money to escape. 
3. The narrator and Jim had dinner together.
4. The men put the lifeboat in the water.
5. Jim left his job to escape one of the men from the Patna.
6. The men on the lifeboat argued with Jim.
7. Jim was found guilty of leaving the Patna and not helping the 
passengers
8. Jim jumped into the lifeboat from the Patna.
9. The narrator got Jim a job working in a different port.

D. Word Search. Find the eleven adjectives.

A G R F E S I G P O Y T

W A N R E Y Q U E P T I

E R Z I T S A W A K E P

R O H E H I A V S R M L

B S E N D L E S S G A T

M W A D O E J O P A D U

I A V L P N Y S K L A B

L T Y Y S T Q U I E T M

K K T H I C E V O R G E

I R E A D Y M G L T F R

T U R H C B U S Y D A O

D J M W E I N T K B I X
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already dead. They 14. ................  dead. Nothing could save them! 
There 15. ................ enough boats, and there 16. ................ enough 
time.”

J. Collocations
Match the words on the left with the words on the right

heart
still
stand
lucky
piece 
lose
make
well

escape
a trip
alive
still
hope
known
attack
of wood

K. Crossword

1

2

3 4

5

6 7

8

9

10 11

12

13

14

13

4. I decided to ................ him some money.
a) borrow b) spend c) lend d) interest 
5. This time the news wasn’t ................ good.
a) such b) so  c) much d) enough
6. It made me ................ sick.
a) want to b) think c) wish for d) feel 
7. He had ................ all hope
a) lost b) given c) gone d) given away

H. Preposition Check

in        before        into        in        at        up        on        from        to        in

1. They tried to get the boat ................ the water
2. If he had only stood with his hands ................ his pockets
3. I’ll never be so cold again ................ my whole life.
4. They sat opposite, staring ................ me.
5. A French ship picked us ................ just ................ sunset.
6. The sun traveled ................ east ................ west
7. We sat ................ silence.
8. I remembered how he had spoken to me …….. that boat. 

I. Cloze
Here is the part of the story where Jim explains to the narrator what 
happened on the ship. Read the text and see if you can remember 
what goes in the gaps. Use the verbs from the box to help you, but 
remember to put them into the correct form.

have       be       lose       sink       go       tell       bend       be       
sink       look       thought       be       drawn       be       be

“The ship 1. ................ hit some hidden underwater object, it must 2. 
................ another ship which 3. ................, but 4. ................ to the 
bottom of the sea. I 5. ................ to the bottom of the boat to inspect 
the hull, and I 6. ................ you honestly it 7. ................ under the 
weight of the sea. I 8. ................ certain the ship would 9. ................ 
at any moment, and I would be 10. ................ I 11. ................ at the 
passengers sleeping and 12. ................ to myself, they 13. ................ 
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B. True or False questions
Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or false.

True False

1. Jim was given a ring by Stein, to use as identification 
when he met Doramin.

2. There were three main powers in Patusan.

3. The Bugis were cowards.

4. The Rajah was a bad leader because he attacked the 
Bugis.

5. The defeat of Sherif Ali was easy.

6. Jim was very happy about the result of the battle.

7. When he was attacked at his home, Jim killed two 
men.

8. Jewel’s mother told her to be careful of white men.

9. Jewel was worried that she might have to leave Jim.

10. The narrator thought Cornelius was disgusting.

C. Who said this?
Can you remember who said this?

1. “Cornelius needs to be replaced.”
2. “I promise to look after myself.”
3. “You must have enjoyed it.”
4. “Getting up there was the most difficult thing.”
5. “Can you face four men with this?”
6. “She is like her mother!” 
7. “Because he is not good enough.”

D. Now, can you say the same, without looking above?

1. “Cornelius needs to be ................. .”
2. “I promise to ................ after myself.”

Across:
6. an empty space in the ground 
8. a type of bird, associated with intelligence
9. another name for flat or house
11. the soul of a dead person
12. a part of clothing, for example trousers or coats, where you can put 
things
13. running away from a dangerous situation
14. a crazy person

Down:
1. leaving something for which you have a responsibility
2. a study the police make into crimes
3. not playing by the rules, normally in games or exams
4. to have a bad or painful experience
5. the opposite of arrival
6. a type of material used to make shirts, trousers, etc
10. to die under water

Chapter 3
A. The Story
Read this short version of the chapter. There are a few things which 
didn’t really happen. Find them.

The narrator and Jim traveled to meet Stein. Stein decided to give Jim 
a job working in Patusan. When Jim arrived there it wasn’t safe and he 
had to escape from Doramin’s prison. He went to the Rajah and was 
given help. After a time he went to live with Cornelius. He fell in love 
with Corneliuses step-daughter, a girl called Jewel and she saved his life 
one night. The narrator came to visit Jim and was told about Jim and 
the Bugis attacking a man called Sherif Ali. When they won, Doramin 
became the most powerful man in the area. Cornelius asked the narrator 
for money for Jewel, Cornelius thought Jim was very clever.  
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7. Three days ................ our conversation.
8. I heard someone coming ................ us.
9. The Rajah was immediately scared ................ Jim
10. I stepped ................ the dead body and walked ................ the 
room.
11. The boat sailed ................ the river.

G.Word Search 
Find the fifteen verbs in the past tense.

T E R Y G R A S W T I Q

L V U C B E C A M E K U

F O R G O T Z I T R N J

E R S A W G K L O W I U

G H T E H H M E R H K M

I I A S E R S D P Y D P

V K R J A B T S O K L E

E F T E R R O R I Z E D

N O E B D K O L N H D A

M U D F P Y D B T A B T

A N R E V O L V E D Y H

Y D T E P L A G D F O R

H. Speech
Here is something which Jim said. Read the original again and then 
see if you can repeat what she said, but without all the letters. The 
amount of dots (.) us the amount of letters missing

“It al. star… he.. .  Get…. th.. up th… w.. th. diffi…. th… . O.. 
Doramin ha. him…. carr… up to th. to. of th. hi.. ,  so he co… wa… 
th. att… .  Bu. th. Sherif mu.. ha.. tho…. we we.. ma. ,  bec…. he didn’t 
co.. an. se. wh.. we we.. do… .”
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3. “You ................ have enjoyed it.”
4. “Getting up there was the most ................ thing.”
5. “Can you ................ four men with this?”
6. “She is ................ her mother!” 
7. “Because he is not good ................ .”

E. Multiple Choice

1. He was interested ................ butterflies
a) about b) in c) for d) on
2. He saw the ................ to our problem immediately. 
a) explain b) result  c) solution d) key
3. I promise to look ................ myself.
a) for b) out c) up to d) after
4. He began asking me all ................ of questions.
a) sorts b) type c) kind d) categories
5. He thought he should be given ................ money.
a) little b) several c) some d) a few
6. Jim ................ the gun at one of the men.
a) pointed b) aim c) directed d) faced
7. The event brought the two of them closer ................ .
a) each b) both c) together d) altogether
8 The silence was ................ by Cornelius.
a) broken b) finished c) stopped  d) ended
9 I decided that action must be ................ .
a) made   b) done c) taken d) got

F. Preposition Check

in     over     by     from     towards     by     in      
of     into     from     after     down

1. He was given a ring ................ Stein
2. I found a beautiful place ................ the river to stand.
3. You have his heart ................ your hand. 
4. I walked away ................ the disgusting little man.
5. He has been stealing ................ me.
6. It’s ................ the middle of the forest.
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Down:
1. an expensive metal 
2. very big
3. the people who live in a place
6. the opposite of corrupt
8. a circular piece of jewellery 
9. a stupid person
10. a place where criminals are put
11. very unhappy
12. a leader/ boss

Chapter 4
A. The Story
Read this short version of the chapter. There are 2 things which 
didn’t really happen. Find them.

Jim and the narrator said goodbye to each other and never saw each 
other again. The narrator met a man called Brown who told him a 
story about Jim. Brown didn’t like Jim. Before this meeting, Brown had 
visited Stein and discovered that Jim was dead. Jewel wouldn’t forgive 
Jim for leaving her. Brown was a pirate, but he had had some bad luck. 
He went to Patusan for treasure and the first thing he did was attack 
the native people. Eventually Brown had to run away to the top of a hill 
with his men.

B. True or False questions
Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or 
false.

True False

1. The narrator told Jim he would never return to 
Patusan.

2. Brown died the day after he met the narrator.

3. Jewel was very unhappy when the narrator met her.

4. The only thing Brown was afraid of was death.

19

I. Crossword

1 2

3

4

5

6

7 8

9 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Across:
1. a loud noise people make when they are scared
4. a very large gun which shoots metal balls
5. a place where there are lots of trees
7. a long weapon, similar to a knife
9. a person with very strong opinions, often religious
13. the sound made when something hits water
14. the opposite of cowardly
15. a businessman who buys and sells things
16. a type of insect with large colourful wings

18
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E. Word Search 
Find the twelve adjectives in the past tense.

E D I R T Y H A K G I S

R Y T H L G R O N A T H

M I M M P O S S I B L E

D N R C S L Y L O N J S

A G Y L T D H U G E I L

J T K E W S D M E Y M Y

D W I V K W A G T G M K

R A C E F C R I M S O N

E T U R H B K U O P R T

I C I N C O M P L E T E

M B L A C K J O C F A R

F U V L E R Q U I P L Y

F. Multiple Choice

1. I could see as soon as I met him what ............... of man he was.
a) sort b) race c) class d) type
2. I met a Malay I ............... from Patusan.
a) saw  b) identified 
c) recognised  d) understood
3. I thought perhaps Jim had ............... to stay.
a) come b) gone c) arrive d) turned up
4. What’s the ............... ?
a) wrong b) matter c) worry d) difficulty 
5. A white dot that ............... brightly 
a) shone b) light c) burn d) clear
6. He entered a river which took him ............... from his attackers.
a) away b) up c) in d) after 
7. Neither a shot ............... a shout could be heard.
a) or  b) but c) nor d) and 
8 The headman of the village was ............... to send a message.
a) can  b) could c) able  d) knew
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5. Brown wasn’t safe in a stolen boat.

6. Brown expected to be attacked by the natives.

7. Jim was the leader of the attack.

8. The Bugis thought Jim couldn’t be killed.

C. Match the sentences

Brown had been a pirate 
It was only a pistol shot
He was a tower
We shook
The laughs soon
Brown was heart
Luckily he was happy
He thought I might
The small boat sailed 
My information was

hands 
turned into coughs
leave before he had a chance to finish
to talk to me
broken and miserable for months
up the river
away from the village
like a puzzle 
for twenty years
of strength

D. Who said this?
Can you remember who said this?

1 „Never – unless you come out.”
2 „He hadn’t devil enough in him to kill me when he had the chance.”
3 „He would not fight.”
4 „Come and see the girl, she is here.”
5 „It would have been easier to die with him.”
6 „No, you don’t understand”

20



I. Collocations
Match the words on the left with the words on the right.

bad
a tower
wooden
extraordinary
new
escape seemed
unbelievable
supernatural
all over
shining

arrival
adventure
impossible
lie
brightly
temper
the world
table
of strength
powers

J. Crossword

1 2

3 4

5

6 7

8

9

10 11

12

23

9 He has ............... me.
a) departed b) gone away c) left d) run away

G. Preposition Check

in     from     about     for     at     to     over     away     of     during

1. He watched me ............... the beach.
2. ............... this time, Jim had been away for a week
3. He was happy to talk ............... his meeting with Jim.
4. He would look ............... me nervously.
5. His crew was from all ............... the world.
6. They sailed ............... to safety.
7. He and his crew ............... fourteen men.
8. His people didn’t believe ............... him.
9. He was known ............... his arrogance. 
10. Luckily, he was happy ............... talk to me.

H. Cloze
Here is the part of the story where the narrator introduces Brown. 
Read the text and see if you can remember what goes in the gaps. 
Use the verbs from the box to help you, but remember to put them 
into the correct form.

begin     be     be     come     start     run away     
meet     be     stay     take     be     die     work

As I said, the story 1. ............... with Brown. For some twenty years he 
2. ............... the terror of the Far East. He would steal, rob and kidnap 
and 3. ............... known for his arrogance and bad temper. But one day 
it seems his luck 4. ............... to an end. His bad luck 5. ............... when 
he 6. ............... with a young girl from London, he had 7. ............... 
her while 8. ............... at Melanesia and she 9. ............... the young 
wife of a missionary 10. ............... in the area. It was a dark story, she 
11. ............... ill when he 12. ............... her onto his boat and she 13. 
............... soon after. It is said Brown was heart broken and miserable 
for months afterwards.
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Across:
1. a type of small gun
3. when you haven’t eaten for a long time you feel…
6. evil and clever
7. a game which has a problem to solve
8. people, often from a different country, who attack a place
10.  a thing you use to keep warm, often in bed
12. someone who will live forever

Down:
2. a crime where you take things from one country to another
4. the noun from strong
5. violent and angry, not tame
7. a criminal who works on a boat, attacking other boats
9. an area of sea with land around it, often used as ports
11. a very tall building

Chapter 5
A. Read this short version of the chapter. There are 2 things which 
didn’t really happen. Find them.

After the first attack Dain Waris wanted to fight Brown, but his father 
decided not to. Dain Waris was sent away from the town to protect 
part of the river. Kassim worked with Cornelius to make friends with 
Brown. In the evening one of Browns men went to their boat to get 
some tobacco, he was shot doing this and took a long time to die. 
The next day Jim and Brown met, Brown liked Jim immediately. They 
talked for a long time and Jim was embarrassed by some of Brown’s 
questions about his past. Jim told Brown he would either be given a 
safe way home, or there would be a big fight. Cornelius was happy with 
this plan.

B. True or False questions
Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or false.

True False

1. The narrator thought Doramin was trying to protect 
his son.

2. Kassim hated Jim more than he hated the Bugis.

3. Brown shot one of the natives with a rifle

4. After the long night Browns men looked afraid.

5. Cornelius advised Brown to kill Jim as soon as he 
could.

6. Cornelius thought Jim was very intelligent.

7. Brown didn’t care if he died in Patusan.

8. Brown promised to give Jim his guns if he was set 
free.

C. Collocations
Match the words on the left with the words on the right.

an excellent
 native 
good
go
go down
escape 
instant
one more
the top of
great
teach someone
die
die

death
red in the face
of hunger
hard
faith
seemed impossible
the river
shot
the hill
danger
a lesson
language
chance
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5. The voice spoke ................. the native language.
6. Never did the noises ................. his stop.
7. Will you promise ................. leave this place?

G. Multiple Choice

1. ................. the headmen went to the meeting.
a) all  b) every c) any d) some
2. He would be put ................. great danger.
a) on b) out c) in  d) by
3. The Rajab’s representative was a man ................. Kassim.
a) name b) identified c) called d) described
4. It was then that Brown thought his end had finally ................. .
a) arrived  b) come 
c) happened  d) approached
5. All the men started firing in the ................. of the shot.
a) area b) corner  c) district d) direction
6. He is not afraid of ................. .
a) nothing b) something c) anything d) everything
7. The wounded man continued to moan ................. the night.
a) during b) when  c) while  d) after
8. Tell that man of ................. to shoot him with his rifle.
a) you’re  b) your  c) your’s  d) yours
9. They met across the river and for a while they stood looking at 
................. .
a) together b) themselves c) each other d) everyone
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D. Who said this?
Can you remember who said this?

1. „Why didn’t you kill him?”
2. „What is all that noise for?”
3. „What made you come here?”
4. „We are going to keep our guns.”
5. „You will either have a clear road or a clear fight.”
6. „Why don’t you tell me about your life?”
7. „He is a very great man.”

E. Word Search 
Find the twelve abstract nouns.

B R A S N M O L S P I T

P E A C E Y F A I T H J

A T F O G H Y N L M U B

S W R C B I P S E Z N R

S R E A T D U K N X G A

I T E R A E V Y C L E V

O T D E D A N G E R R E

N P O L I T I C S A E R

U H M K O H A V T H K Y

C S P E E C H T E K O T

Q U C O M P A S S I O N

E Y K A P R E I C D L P

F. Preposition Check

on      from      of      to      in      for      of      in

1. ................. the other side ................. the river
2. ................. my opinion, it was done to protect his son.
3. He heard a voice ask ................. permission.
4. He isn’t afraid ................. anything.
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9. to talk with someone or some people and get them to agree with you
10. to have liberty or independence
11. Opposite of tame. Violent or angry.
12. to disappear

Chapter 6
A. The Story
Read this short version of the chapter. There are some things which 
didn’t really happen. Find them.

Jim spoke to the leaders of the village. Jim’s advice was to let Brown 
leave. Some of the leaders disagreed with this. Brown was happy to 
leave without any trouble. Cornelius spoke to Brown and told him 
how to attack Dain Waris. The men left the hill early in the morning 
and sailed down the river. Before Brown arrived Dain Waris was told 
of the attack by Tamb’ Itam. Everyone was killed in the attack. Brown 
escaped with his men, but most of them died of hunger at sea. Tamb’ 
Itam had a fight with Cornelius and killed him. 

B. True or False questions
Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or false.

True False

1. The people in the village were worried about Brown.

2. The chiefs of the village trusted Jim to make good 
decisions.

3. Jewel was very helpful to Jim.

4. Jim spoke to Brown after the meeting to tell him the 
news.

5. Tamb’ Itam arrived after the attack.

6.  Dain Waris was shot in the head and died instantly.

7. Brown didn’t like Cornelius.
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H. Crossword
1

2 3 4

5 6

7

8 9

10

11

12

13

14

Accross:
3. a moment or a second
5. To talk very quietly
8. charity
5. a small town
13. to beat your feet hard on the floor
14. the noun from young

Dawn:
1. to believe in or trust oneself.
2. The rise and fall (up and down) of water in seas and rivers, because 
of the moon.
4. the opposite of weak
6. the opposite of war
7. To point a weapon (for example a gun) at something, before shooting.
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3. “Men act badly sometimes without being much worse than others.”
4. “You didn’t kill him, and look what you have received, nothing.”
5. “I know another way to approach the camp.”
6. “We know how to be as quiet as mice.”
7. “The news is good, the white men are leaving.”
8. “What became of him?”
9. “He lay there, staring at me, until the life went out of his eyes.”

F. Word Search 
Find the twelve words related to bad or evil things 

W V A S W O D E V I L S

E I S H B U L L E T O E

R O G O F T H P S O Y I

H L M A D M A N K B U D

F E E N L Y L P E E C A

G N O X J H I M L T N R

O T Q I S U F F E R M K

F I R E E N D N T A L Y

A K U T H G O P O Y O N

B N B Y H E D B N A P U

N O C I K R A S T L Y A

K G B L O O D S H E D C

G. Preposition Check

in     by     at     for     from     on     in     as     into     up

1. They sat side ................ side.
2. The men were waiting ................ a reply.
3. They had suffered greatly ................ hunger.
4. Jewel would be ................ command of the fort.
5. The white men got ................ their boat.
6. A long white boat was picked ................ a month later ................ the 
Indian Ocean.
7. He lay there staring ................ me until the life went from his eyes.
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8. Cornelius couldn’t escape because he wasn’t strong 
enough to move any of the boats.

9. Cornelius died like a coward.

C. Collocations
Match the words on the left with the words on the right.

quiet as
cold-blooded
a violent
frantic
deliver 
a clear
play

night
push
dead
a message
mice
revenge
efforts

D. Cloze
Here is the part of the story where the narrator explains to how 
Brown attacked Dain Waris’s camp. Read the text and see if you can 
remember what goes in the gaps. Use the verbs from the box to help 
you, but remember to put them into the correct form.

approach     lead     walk     surround      take     
think     eat     yell     give     force     fire

The sun 1. ................... up the early morning mist. It was then 
that Brown 2. ................... his cold-blooded revenge. He quietly 
3. ................... the camp, 4. ................... by Cornelius, who 5. 
................... to guide the men. Brown 6. ................... behind him, 
and from time to time 7. ................... him a violent push. Cornelius 
remained as quiet as a fish. The men 8. ................... the camp, and 
when he 9. ................... the moment right, Brown 10. ..................., “Let 
them have it,” and fourteen shots 11. ................... all at once.

E. Who said this?
Can you remember who said this?

1. “There’s no sleep for us while our people are in danger.”
2. “Are they very bad?”
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8. He saw me approaching and threw himself ................ the ground.
9. Cornelius remained ................ quiet as a fish.

H. Multiple Choice

1. He ................ his permission.
a) received b) lent c) gave d) asked
2. Then Brown ripped ................ the note.
a) off b) up c) do d) about
3. It would be better to avoid ................man
a) such b) as c) such a d) so
4. We cannot rest while our people are in ................ .
a) risk  b) danger c) unsafe d) warning
5. The boats were ................ heavy for him to move.
a) much b) more  c) so  d) too
6. The forest covered them ................ enormous black wings.
a) as b) like c) from  d) than
7. He received a bullet ................ his forehead.
a) in  b) on c) at d) out

I. Crossword

1 2

3

4

5 6 7 8 9

10

11

12 13

14

15

Accros:
1. a type of weapon that is long and thin, it can be thrown
3. the sides of a river
5. a large group of people together
10. a Muslim festival
12. the opposite of dead
14. a piece of jewellery, worn on the fingers or toes 
15. all the white bones inside a person or animal are called  ………….

Down:
2. the part of the body in the middle of the arm
4. the opposite of light
5. a type of boat, long and thin, normally for one or two people
6. similar to a sea, but larger
7. very very good
8. the opposite of right
9. another word meaning ‘to disappear’
11. birds have these, and use them to fly
13. a type of weather, similar to fog

Chapter 7
A. The Story
Read this short version of the chapter. There are some things which 
didn’t really happen. Find them.

Tamb Itam went and told Jim of the death of Dain Waris. Jim was 
very angry. Jewel went to Jim but he wouldn’t speak to her. Tamb 
Itam thought it would be impossible to escape. Jewel told Jim that he 
must fight. Dain Waris’s body was brought to the house of Doramin. 
Doramin and all his people cried. Jim decided to go to Doramin. Jewel 
tells him that he said he would never leave her. Jim asks her to fogive 
him, she does. Jim goes to Doramins house and speaks with the chief. 
The chief stands up and shoots him. 
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4. “There is no escape.”
5. “You are false!”
6. “I have come in sadness.”
7. “…preparing to leave all this, preparing to leave…”

E. Word Search 
Find the twelve adjectives.

L A N I N G C H M A F J

F O Y A N G R Y E C R O

Q I G K O L P D N B I K

U M W U Q R V E A N G L

A M C K U J L S C P H Y

L E S T I F F O I R T O

G N B O C I A L N O F L

H S Z R K P L A G U U L

R E X H A U S T E D L I

E D S A T M E E F J T R

F I U N F O R G I V E N

E R O M A N T I C A B A

F. Preposition Check

for       to       after       at       from       with       
over       between        in       round

1. His master walked ............... the window.
2.  There was a cry ............... the girl outside. 
3. The body was covered ............... a white sheet.
4. ............... the intervals two old men chanted from the Koran.
5. Jewel stood ............... the doorway.
6. I asked you ............... no promise.
7. She held him ............... the neck.
8. She ran ............... them but then fell ............... .
9. Tamb Itam followed him ................ a distance.
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B. True or False questions
Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or 
false.

True False

1. Tamb Itam was the first man back from Dain Waris’s 
camp.

2. Jim spent all day thinking about what had happened.

3. It was evening when Jim went to see Doramin.

4. Dain Waris’s body had many wounds.

5. Jewel tried to stop Jim leaving by hitting him.

6. Jim walked from his house to Doramins.

7. When Jim left, Jewel was angry and shouted at him.

8. Jim looked at the body of Dain Waris.

9. Jim dies like a hero.

10. The narrator has many different emotions about Jim.

C. Speech
Here is something which the narrator said. Read the original again 
and then see if you can repeat what he said, but without all the 
letters. The amount of dots (.) is the amount of letters missing

Th. da. pass.., th. gi.. he lov.. ca.. to spe.. to hi., bu. he wav.. he. aw.. an. 
spen. hi. ti.. in loneli…. . Th. dar. pow… sho… no. ro. hi. twi.. of hi. 
pea.. . He sa. li.. a sto.. figu.. . Lat.. , towar.. even… , he call.. fo. Tamb 
Itam. 

D. Who said this?
Can you remember who said this, and who did they say it to? 

1. “They have killed Dain Waris and many more.”
2. “Shut the gates.”
3. “He ran out after the first shots and was killed…”
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Across:
4. a persons feeling of how important they are 
6. another word for ‘look for’
7. two of something
8. a person who works for someone else, often helping with housework 
10. a closed hand
12. a dark shape, caused when an object blocks light
13. a colourful insect with large wings
15. a large wood (group of trees)

Down:
1. another word for a large door
2. the person in a group who is the boss
3. a noun meaning very angry
5. the part of people between the stomach and the neck. 
7. to hit something with a closed hand 
9. a hard material which can be used for building things
11. a word for a dead person
14. noun, relates to being a person who is 

 
Key

Chapter 1

A. None of the other men on the boat went to court. Jim didn’t think the passengers 
could be saved.

B. 1.T     2.T     3.T     4.F     5. F     6.T     7.F

C. 5, 2, 9, 1, 8, 4, 6, 7, 3 

D. no answers

E. through     shade     looked     my     have     hard

F. I looked at the passengers sleeping and thought to myself, they are already dead. 
They were dead. Nothing could save them! There weren’t enough boats, and there 
wasn’t enough time. No time! Where would the compassion be in making all those 
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G. Multiple Choice

1. We shall ................ fight.
a) must b) had to c) have to d) should
2. She walked ................ the gates.
a)for b) toward c) way d) nearing 
3. Tamb Itam was not ................ away from Jim.
a) close b) near c) long d) far
4. “I would not be ................ not having.”
a) worth b) price  c) cost d) value
5. Jim looked into her face, and then all at ................ he ran to the river.  
a) moment b) one time c) one  d) once
6. Tamb Itam simply waited ................ moments and then followed 
him. 
a) a couple b) some  c) a little d) a few
7. Doramin slowly stood ................ .
a) down b) off c) up d) out
8. Sometimes he seems ................ more than a shadow.
a) lot  b) less c) fewer d) little

H. Crossword

1 2

3 4

5

6 7

8 9

10 11

12

13 14

15
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L. Accorss:
2. pilgrim      4. jungle       9. region      11. miracle      12. miserable      13. shadow      
14. insanity
Down:
1. compassion      3. duty      5. gossip      6. stare      7. excitement      8. majority      
10. injured

Chapter 2

A.  One of the men wasn’t killed, he died of a heart attack. The narrator helped Jim to 
find a job working in another port, they wouldn’t be working together.

B. 1.T     2.T     3.T     4.F     5. T      6.T     7.F     8.F

C.  4, 8, 6, 1, 2, 7, 3, 9, 5

D. 

F
R
I S A W A K E

H E I M
E N D L E S S A
A D E A D
V L N L
Y Y T Q U I E T

R
R E A D Y T

B U S Y

E. „The Avondale picked us up just before sunset. My ship-mates told their story. The 
ship had gone down in a storm, ‘sank like a stone’ they said.” 
“You said nothing?” I asked him.
“What could I say? But it felt like cheating the dead. Of course everything changed 
when we arrived at port. A French gunboat had picked up the Patna and successfully 
taken it to safety. There was to be an investigation into why the officers had left the 
ship.”
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people terrified when I couldn’t save them on my own?  The other crew members were 
all grouped around one of the lifeboats, trying to get it into the water, 

G. 1.c     2.b     3.d     4.b     5.c     6.a     7.d     8.c     9.a     10.a     11.d 

H. 1.behind     2.on     3.in     4.up     5.of     6.of     7.out      8.into

I. “The ship had hit some hidden underwater object, it must have been another ship 
which had been lost, but hadn’t sunk to the bottom of the sea. I went to the bottom 
of the boat to inspect the hull, and I tell you honestly it was bending under the weight 
of the sea. I was certain the ship would sink at any moment, and I would be drowned. I 
looked at the passengers sleeping and thought to myself, they are already dead. They 
were dead. Nothing could save them! There weren’t enough boats, and there wasn’t 
enough time.”

J.

C S
H I A

S A I L O R N D
E H C K V
F U A S E A
M L P N D
A L T T R
T V O Y A G E U O
E S H I P R W

N E N
L I F E B O A T

P O R T

K.
loud
work
life of
stand
look
well
thourough
powerfully
plenty of

voice
hard
leisure
trial
confused
dressed
knowledge
built
room
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C. 1. Stein      2. Jim      3. The narrator      4. Jim      5. Jewel      6. Cornelius       
7. The narrator

D. 1. replaced      2. look      3. must      4. difficult      5. face      6. like      7. enough

E. 1. b      2. c      3. d      4. a      5. c      6. a      7. c      8. a      9. c

F. 1. by      2. by      3. in       4. from      5. from      6. in      7. after      8. towards      9. of      
10. over into      11. down

G. 

S
B E C A M E

F O R G O T I J
S A W L U

G T H E M
I A E S D P P

V R A T O L E
E F T E R R O R I Z E D
N O E D O N H D

U D D T A
N R E V O L V E D
D D

H. “It all started here. Getting them up there was the difficult thing. Old Doramin had 
himself carried up to the top of the hill, so he could watch the attack. But the Sherif 
must have thought we were mad, because he didn’t come and see what we were doing.”

I. Across: 
1. scream      4. cannon      5. forest      7. sword      9. fanatic      13. splash      14. brave
15. merchant      16. butterfly
Down:
1. silver      2. enormous      3. population      6. trustworthy      8. ring      9. fool      
10. prison      11. miserable      12. chief
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F.  “When the sun rose I could finally see them. They sat opposite me like three dirty 
owls, staring at me. But in the morning everything was different. Now they were very 
friendly, wanted to make up a story with me, to explain why we had left the Patna and 
not tried to help the passengers. I ignored them and they spoke quietly to each other 
about what to do when we were rescued.”

G. 1. d      2.b       3. b       4.a      5.b      6. d      7.a 

H. 1.into     2.in     3.in     4.at     5.up       before     6.from       to       7.in     8.on

I. “The ship had hit some hidden underwater object, it must have been another ship 
which had been lost, but hadn’t sunk to the bottom of the sea. I went to the bottom 
of the boat to inspect the hull, and I tell you honestly it was bending under the weight 
of the sea. I was certain the ship would sink at any moment, and I would be drowned. I 
looked at the passengers sleeping and thought to myself, they are already dead. They 
were dead. Nothing could save them! There weren’t enough boats, and there wasn’t 
enough time.”

J.
heart
still
stand
lucky
piece
lose
make
well

attack
alive
still
escape
of wood
hope
a trip
known

K. Accross:
6. hole      8. owl      9. apartment      11. ghost      12. pocket      13. escape      14. lunatic
Down:
1. abandon      2. investigation      3. cheat      4. suffer      5. departure      7. cotton
10. drown

Chapter 3

A. Jim escaped from the Rajah’s prison and went to Doramin for help. Jim, not the 
Bugis, became the most powerful person in the area and Cornelius thought Jim was a 
fool.

B. 1.T     2.T     3.F     4.F     5.T (after they got the cannons to the top of the hill they 
quickly won the battle)      6.T      7.F      8.T      9.F      10.T
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G. 1. from      2. during      3. about      4. at      5. over      6. away      7. of      8. in      9. for      
10. to 

H.  As I said, the story begins with Brown. For some twenty years he was the terror of 
the Far East. He would steal, rob and kidnap and was known for his arrogance and bad 
temper. But one day it seems his luck came to an end. His bad luck started when he ran 
away with a young girl from London, he had met her while staying at Melanesia and 
she was the young wife of a missionary working in the area. It was a dark story, she had 
been ill when he took her onto his boat and she died soon after. It is said Brown was 
heart broken and miserable for months afterwards.

I. 
bad
extraordinary
new
escape seemed
unbelievable
all over
shining
a tower
supernatural
wooden

temper
adventure
arrival
impossible
lie
the world
brightly
of strength
powers
table

J. Across: 
1. pistol      3. hungry       6. sly        7. puzzle      8. invaders      10. blanket      12. immortal      
Down:  
2. smuggling      4. strength       5. wild      7. pirate       9. bay      11. tower

Chapter 5

A. The next day Jim and Brown met, Brown disliked Jim immediately. Jim told Brown 
he would either be given a safe way home, or there would be a big fight. Cornelius 
was unhappy with this plan.

B. 1. T       2.T       3.T       4.T       5.T       6.T       7.F (he hoped for some other grave)    8.T
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Chapter 4

A. Brown was looking for food when he went ot Patusan. The natives attacked him 
first.

B. 1.T      2.T      3.T      4.F      5.T      6.F      7.F      8.T

C. 
Brown had been a pirate
It was only a pistol shot
He was a tower
We shook
The laughs soon
Brown was heart
Luckily he was happy
He thought I might
The small boat sailed
My information was

for twenty years
away from the village
of strength
hands
turned into coughs
broken and miserable for months
to talk to me
leave before he had a chance to finish
up the river
like a puzzle

D. 1. Jim       2. Brown       3. Tamb Itam      4. Stein      5. Jewel      6. Stein

E. 

D I R T Y
Y G
I M M P O S S I B L E

N C S L Y S
G L D H U G E I L

E D M Y
V A M
E C R I M S O N
R K R

I N C O M P L E T E
B L A C K A

L

F. 1. a      2. c      3. a      4. b      5. a      6. a      7. c      8. c      9. c 
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C. 
an excellent
native
die
good
go
go down
escape
die
the top of
great
teach someone
do down
instant
one more

shot
language
hard
faith
red in the face
the river
seemed impossible
of hunger
the hill
danger
a lesson
the river
death
chance

D. 1. Cornelius      2. Brown      3. Jim      4. Brown      5. Jim      6. Brown      7. Cornelius

E. 

S
P E A C E F A I T H
A F L U B
S R E N R
S E D N G A
I E E C E V

O D D A N G E R R E
N P O L I T I C S R

M H Y
S P E E C H

C O M P A S S I O N

F. 1. on of      2. in      3. for      4. of      5. in      6. from      7. to

G. 1. a      2. c      3. c      4. b      5. d      6. c      7. a      8. d      9. c

H. Accross: 3. instant     5. whisper     8. compassion     12. village     13. stamp
14. youth
Dawn: 1. confidence     2. tide.     4. strong     6. peace     7. aim     9. persuade     
10. freedom     11. wild.     12. vanish

Chapter 6

A. All of the leaders agreed with Jim. Dain Waris wasn’t told of the attack before Brown 
arrived. Not everyone was killed in the attack. Tamb’ Itam didn’t have a fight with 
Cornelius, he just killed him. 

B. 1. T     2. T     3. T     4. F     5. F     6. T     7. T he gave him a kick as a thank you     8. T     
9. T 

C. 
quiet as
cold-blooded
a violent
frantic
deliver
a clear
play

mice
revenge
push
efforts
a message
night
dead

D. The sun was eating up the early morning mist. It was then that Brown took his cold-
blooded revenge. He quietly approached the camp, led by Cornelius, who was being 
forced to guide the men. Brown walked behind him, and from time to time gave him a 
violent push. Cornelius remained as quiet as a fish. The men surrounded the camp, and 
when he thought the moment right, Brown yelled, “Let them have it,” and fourteen 
shots were fired all at once.
eat take approach lead force walk give surround think yell be fire

E. 1. Jim     2. Jewel     3. Jim     4. Cornelius     5. Cornelius     6. Brown     7. Jim     
8. The narrator     9. Tamb Itam
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F. 

V D E V I L S
I B U L L E T

O S
L M A D M A N K B D
E N E E A
N X H L T R
T I S U F F E R K

F I R E N T A
T G O Y
Y E N A

R L
B L O O D S H E D

G. 1. by     2. for     3. from     4. in     5. into     6. up in     7. at     8. on     9. as

H. 1. c     2. b     3. c      4. b     5. d     6. b      7. a

I. Across: 
1. spear     3. bank     5. crowd     10. Ramadan     12. alive     14. ring     15. skeleton
Down: 
2. elbow     4. heavy      5. canoe     6. ocean     7. excellent      8. wrong     9. vanish     11. 
wings     13. mist

Chapter 7

A. Tamb Itam thought it would be possible to escape. Jim asks Jewel to forgive him, she 
doesn’t. .

B. 1. T     2. T     3. T     4. F     5. F – she held him round the neck     6. F he went by 
canoe on the river     7. T     8. T     9. T     10. T.

C.  The day passed, the girl he loved came to speak to him, but he waved her away and 
spent his time in loneliness. The dark powers should not rob him twice of his peace. 
He sat like a stone figure. Later, towards evening, he called for Tamb Itam. 

D. 1. Tamb Itam to Jewel
2. Jewel to Tamb Itam
3. Tamb Itam to Jim
4. Jim to Jewel
5. Jewel to Jim
6. Jim to Doramin
7. Stein to the narrator

E. 

M F
A N G R Y E R

I D N I
M Q E A G
M U S C P H
E S T I F F O I R T
N C A L N O F
S K L A G U U
E X H A U S T E D L

E E
U N F O R G I V E N

R O M A N T I C

F. 1. to     2. from     3. with      4. between     5. in     6. for     7. round     8. after over     9. at 

G. 1. c      2. b      3. d      4. a      5. d      6. d      7. c      8. d

H. Across: 
4. ego      6. search     7. pair     8. servant      10.fist     12. shadowt     13. butterfly     

15. forest
Down: 
1. gate     2. leader     3. fury     5. chest      7. punch      9. stone     11. body       14. fame
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